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Cable-Stiffened Pantographic Deployable
Structures Part 2: Mesh Re¯ ector

Z. You ¤ and S. Pellegrino²

University of Cambridge, Cambridge CB2 1PZ, England, United Kingdom

The general concept of deployable structures based on pantographs that are deployed and stiffened by means

of cables is applied to the design of the support structure for a large mesh re¯ ector. The two main components
of this structure are a cable-stiffened pantographic ring that deploys and pretensions a cable network that, in

turn, provides a series of stiff, geometrically accurate support points to which a re¯ ective wire mesh or ¯ exible
membranewould be connected. The pantographicring is a highly redundant structure with an internal mechanism

that permits synchronous deployment without any strain in the rods. The geometric conditions that have to be
satis® ed in order for an n-sided ring to fold without any strain are investigated, including the effects of joint size.

An experimental model has been designed and tested. In the folded con® guration, it has a diameter of 0.6 m and
height of 1.2 m; in the deployed con® guration, it has a diameter of 3.5 m. Stiffness and deployment tests on this

model have shown its behavior to be linear and the maximum shape error to be §0.3 mm.

I. Introduction

T HIS paper is the second in a series that deals with a new type
of deployable structures where a foldable bar structure, which

consists of pairs of straight bars connectedby pivots and forming a
pantograph, is deployed and stiffened by two sets of cables, known
as active and passive cables. The passive cables are short cable
elements connectedto joints of the pantographthat get farther apart
during deployment,and the length of each passive cable is such that
it becomes taut when the pantograph is fully deployed. The active
cables are longer elements that run over small pulleys and whose
overall length is controlled by one or more electric motors. The
layout of these cables is such that deployment of the pantograph
can be activatedby shorteningthe length of at least one of the active
cables.Once the pantographis deployed,and henceall of the passive
cables are taut, it is possible to set up an overall state of prestress in
the structure such that all cables are in a state of tension.

The ® rst paper in this series showed how this concept can be
applied to deployable mast structures, using as a particular exam-
ple a straight mast based on a pantograph consisting of a stack of
identical modules with triangular cross section.1 The present paper
shows an application of the same general approach to the design of
the support structure for a large deployable mesh re¯ ector (DMR).
Large deployable antennas of this type are required for high-gain
telecommunication,remote sensing, and scienti® c missions.2

General reviews of deployable re¯ ectors have been compiled by
Freeland3 and, more recently, by Roederer and Rahmat-Sahmii.4

Broadly speaking, there are two types of re¯ ectors: solid-surface
re¯ ectors, where the re¯ ective surface is a continuous dish, and
mesh re¯ ectors, where the re¯ ective surface consists of interlaced,
electrically conductive thin wires. The second type is suitable only
for transmission of low-frequency waves. From a structural view-
point, standard requirements for deployable re¯ ectors include: low
mass, compact packaged volume, simple and reliable deployment
mechanisms, and suf® cient stiffness to avoid dynamic coupling be-
tween the re¯ ector and the spacecraftattitudecontrol system.A ® nal
requirement,speci® c to re¯ ector structures,is that the shapeerror of
the re¯ ective surface, i.e., its deviation from the best-® t paraboloid,
should be within a speci® ed limit, which is related to the shortest
wavelength to be transmitted. Typically, a surface accuracy in the
range 1±10 mm is required.
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Two existing concepts that are related to the new concept pre-
sented are the hoop/column antenna and the tension truss antenna.
The hoop/column antenna,5 , 6 developed by the Harris Corporation
in the 1980s, consists of a telescopic column that deploys from a
central hub and a deployable hoop, made of articulating segments,
that is supported by cables connected to the lower and upper col-
umn extremities, at one end, and to hoop joints at the other end. The
re¯ ective mesh, attached both to the hoop and to the hub, is shaped
by a series of catenary cord elements, which support and contour
the re¯ ective mesh surface. Deployment of this antenna is accom-
plished in three steps: column extension,hoop/surface deployment,
and surface prestress.

The tension truss antenna, developed by Miura and Miyazaki,7

is based on a kinematically determinate cable net forming a coarse
triangular network, pretensionedagainst a backup structure by soft
tie cords. The backup structure consists of six radially arranged
deployablemasts and a centralmast, all originatingfroma rigid hub,
which are deployedsimultaneously.A re¯ ective mesh is attached to
the cable network.

The DMR has conceptualsimilarities to both of these deployable
re¯ ectors. It has a deployable edge frame, like the hoop/column
antenna, and a kinematically determinate cable network, like the
tension truss antenna; however, both the edge frame and the cable
network are of a new type. Deployment and prestressing of the
DMR are controlled by only two dc motors and are completed in
one step. Furthermore, the new concept is not tied to a particular
type of subre¯ ector/antenna feed support system, because it does
not have a central mast. Hence, differentoptions can be considered,
depending on mission requirements.

The deploymentsequenceof a model structurebasedon the DMR
conceptis shown in Fig. 1. The cable-stiffenedpantographicdeploy-
able frameof toroidalshapedeploysand pretensionsa cablenetwork
spanningthe regionwithin the frame.The cablenet, in turn,provides
a series of stiff, geometrically accurate support points to which a
re¯ ective wire mesh or ¯ exible membranewould be connected,thus
forming a geometrically accurate surface that closely approximates
a paraboloid.

The layout of this paper is as follows. Section II introduces the
cable-stiffened pantographic ring that forms the edge frame of the
DMR. Section III introduces two types of cable networks that can
be connected to the deployable ring. The design and testing of an
experimental model are presented in Secs. IV and V. Section VI
concludes the paper.

II. Deployable Edge Frame
Following Ref. 1, the deployable edge frame is based on the

conceptof cable-stiffenedpantographs.Hence, ® rst we will identify
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Fig. 1 Deployment sequence of DMR model.

a suitablefoldablepantographstructure,and thenwe will investigate
possible arrangements of the active and passive cables.

A. Ring Pantograph
Only a small number of ringlike pantographs are known that can

be folded without straining any members8; the particular solution
that is of interest makes use of pairs of identical straight rods of
length 2 ,̀ `+ L , and 2L , connected by scissor hinges. In two of
these pairs of rods (Figs. 2a and 2c), the hinge is located halfway
between the end connectors,whereas in the third pair (Fig. 2b), the
hinge is at a distance ` from one end and at a distance L from the
other end.

Assuming, initially, that the joint eccentricitiescan be neglected,
i.e., k = K = 0, these three pairs of rods can be connected in the
sequencea, b, c to forma simple two-dimensionalfoldablestructure.
If the deployment angle h is the same for all rod pairs, the right-
hand-side connectors of pair a are 2`cos(h / 2) apart and can be
connectedwith the correspondingleft-hand-sideconnectorsof pair
b, also 2`cos(h / 2) apart. If these connectors are linked together, a
four-barchain is formed whosebarsare all of length .̀ This chain ® ts
togetherfor all valuesof h , withoutstraininganymember. Similarly,
the right-hand-side connectors of pair b ® t with the left-hand-side
connectors of pair c for all values of h and, hence, they can be

a) Inner rod pair

b) Near-radial rod pair

c) Outer rod pair

d) Top view of repeating unit

Fig. 2 Elements of ring pantographs.

linked to form a four-bar chain whose bars are all of length L .
These considerationsare also valid if the three pairs of rods are not
in the same plane, and they can also be extended to any number
of rod pairs. The key condition that must be satis® ed to be able
to fold this pantograph without straining its members is that the
semilengths of the rods in each four-bar chain must all be equal to
either ` or L , which implies that the angle between rods in each
pair is h . This folding condition is a special, almost trivial case of a
general condition derived by Escrig.9

A ringlike pantographcan be formed by connecting several pairs
of rods of the type shown in Figs. 2a±2c. However, in addition
to satisfying a series of local compatibility conditions, one for each
four-barchain, it is alsonecessaryto satisfy the overallcompatibility
condition that the whole ring should ® t together for all values of h .
In general, the simplest way of satisfying the latter condition is to
design pantographstructures that consist of n identicalmodulesand
to design the repeating module so that it maintains a constant angle
of embrace regardless of the value of h .

The pantographused in the DMR (Fig. 1) is formed from n = 12
pairs of type a rods forming an inner ring and n = 12 pairs of rods of
type c forming an outer ring. These two rings are connected by 2n
pairs of rods of type b. A top view of the basic module of a general
n-sided pantograph is shown in Fig. 2d, where AB and C D are,
respectively,a pair of rods of type a and of type c, seen from the top,
whereas AC and AD are rodsof typeb. Next, it will be shownthat for
any value of n there is a unique ratio /̀ L for which the pantograph
satis® es the overall compatibility condition just described.

An expression for the angle a , which must be a constant, can be
obtained as follows. The projected rod lengths, shown in Fig. 2d,
have the following expressions:

AB = 2AD sin b (1)

C D = 2AD sin( a + b ) (2)
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Expressing AB, AD, and C D in terms of ,̀ L , and h

AB = 2`sin(h / 2) (3)

AD = (`+ L) sin(h / 2) (4)

C D = 2L sin(h / 2) (5)

Substituting Eqs. (3) and (4) into Eq. (1), and Eqs. (4) and (5) into
Eq. (2) and dividing by sin(h / 2) gives the following two equations:

(`+ L) sin b = ` (6)

(`+ L) sin( a + b ) = L (7)

From Eq. (6)

b = arcsin [ /̀ (`+ L)] (8)

Dividing the left- and the right-hand sides of Eq. (6) by the corre-
sponding sides of Eq. (7) gives, after simple manipulations,

L

`
= sin a ! 1

sin2 b ¡ 1 + cos a (9)

Substituting Eq. (8) for b and rearranging gives the following
quadratic equation in L/ :̀

cos2 a (L/ )̀2 ¡ 2(cos a + sin2 a )(L/ )̀ + cos2 a = 0 (10)

whose solutions are

L

`
=

cos a + sin2 a § sin a p 1 + 2 cos a

cos2 a
(11)

It can be shown that these two solutionsare reciprocalof one anoth-
er. Hence, if the positive sign is taken in Eq. (11), the inner rings of
the corresponding pantograph is formed by pairs of rods of type a,
whereas the outer ring is formed by rods of type c. If the negative
sign is taken, the type of rod pairs are exchanged. Therefore, it is
pointless to consider both solutions given in Eq. (11).

In conclusion, the geometric properties of all foldable ring pan-
tographs that form closed chains of triangular prisms with n-fold
rotational symmetry and that consist of three different rod pairs
only are de® ned as follows:

L

`
=

cos a + sin2 a + sin a p 1 + 2 cos a

cos2 a
(12)

where a = 360 deg/2n. This expression has been plotted in Fig. 3.
The physical size of the joints of the pantograph has not been

considered so far, hence, the preceding ® nal result is valid only if
the axesof all connectorson the same jointassemblycan be arranged
to meet at a single point, which is not only dif® cult to achieve at the
inner jointsof the pantograph,whose rods forman anglegreaterthan
180 deg, but may also restrict the deployment process. Therefore,
the precedinganalysisneeds to be extendedto include jointsof ® nite
size.

Fig. 3 Relationship between rod lengths and number of sides.

For simplicity, it will be assumed that all connectorson the same
joint assembly are coplanar and equidistant from the center of the
joint and that there are only two different types of joints, whose
eccentricitiesare, respectively, k and K for joints lying on the inner
ring and on the outer ring. Equations (3±5) are modi® ed as follows:

AB = 2`sin(h / 2) + 2 k (13)

AD = (`+ L) sin(h /2) + ( k + K ) (14)

C D = 2L sin(h /2) + 2K (15)

Substituting Eqs. (13) and (14) into Eq. (1) and Eqs. (14) and (15)
into Eq. (2) and dividing by 2 gives

`sin(h /2) + k = (`+ L) sin(h / 2) sin b + ( k + K ) sin b
(16)

L sin(h / 2)+ K = (`+ L) sin(h / 2) sin( a + b )+ ( k + K ) sin( a + b )

This system of equations is a more complex version of the system
formed by Eqs. (6) and (7). Insteadof lookingfor a general solution,
we are interested in the particular solution that makes the ® rst term
on the right-hand side of each equation equal to the corresponding
term on the left-hand side and, also, the second term equal to the
correspondingsecond term. Hence, instead of solving Eq. (16), we
shall solve the following system:

`sin(h /2) = (`+ L) sin(h / 2) sin b

L sin(h /2) = (`+ L) sin(h / 2) sin( a + b )

(17)
k = ( k + K ) sin b

K = ( k + K ) sin( a + b )

The ® rst two equationsof this system coincidewith Eqs. (6) and (7),
and their solution is given by Eqs. (8) and (12). The third and fourth
equations of Eq. (17) are analogous to the ® rst two, and hence their
solution is

b = arcsin [ k / ( k + K )] (18)

K

k =
cos a + sin2 a + sin a p 1 + 2 cos a

cos2 a
(19)

Equations (8), (12), (18), and (19) are consistent for

K / k = L/ ` (20)

In conclusion, the geometric design of n-sided foldable ring pan-
tographs of the type used in the DMR is governed by Eqs. (8), (12),
and (20). For n = 12 (a = 15 deg), these equations give

b = 22.8 deg and (L/ )̀ = ( K / k ) = 1.5821 (21)

B. Deployment and Stiffening by Means of Cables

Active and passive cables are used to deploy the ring pantograph
and to increase its stiffness when it is fully deployed. First, we
will establish how many cables are required. The best strategy to
transform a ¯ exible pantograph into a stiff structure is to model the
pantograph as a pin-jointed truss, thus neglecting the scissor hinge
in each pair of rods, and to rigidize this truss by adding a series of
passivecables to it. Normally, a cable is consideredas a tensiononly
element but, because in this applicationa state of pretensionwill be
applied to all cables, it can be assumed that each cable behaves as a
pin-jointed bar. This assumes, of course, that the pretension magni-
tude is higher than any compression induced by the applied loads.

For a ring pantograph with n = 12 sides, the truss model has
48 pin joints and 96 pin-jointed bars. The total number of cables
required to make this into a rigid structure can be estimated from
the generalized Maxwell’s rule10

3 j ¡ b = m ¡ s (22)

where j is the number of joints, b the number of bars, m the num-
ber of independent inextensionalmechanisms, and s the number of
independent states of self-stress. Here j = 48, m ¸ 6 because the
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structure has at least six degrees of freedom as a rigid body in three
dimensions, and s ¸ 1 so that the passive cables may be preten-
sioned. Substituting these values into Eq. (22) yields b = 139 and,
because the truss already has 96 bars, no fewer than 43 cables need
to be introduced, e.g., 42 passive cables and 1 active cable.

It is desirable that the passive cables should be arranged in a sym-
metric way, to obtain uniform structural properties. Figure 4 shows
3 rotationally symmetric ways of introducing12 passive cables in a
12-sided ring. In Fig. 4a the cables form an outer hoop at the top or
at the bottomof the ring, whereas in Fig. 4b they forman innerhoop.
In Fig. 4c they are arranged in near-radial directions, in a clockwise
sense, and of course they can also be arranged in an anticlockwise
sense, at the top or at the bottom of the ring. Thus, there are 8 differ-
ent ways of arranging a set of 12 passive cables, giving a maximum
of 96 passive cables. To ® nd a suitable set of passive cables, ® rst we
select four of these eight sets and take out six cables. Then, we look
for an active cable that can impose a state of pretension onto all of
the passive cables. This is an iterative process, carried out with the
aid of suitable computer software for the analysis of the static and
kinematic properties of pin-jointed assemblies.11±13

It has beenfound that a goodchoicefor the passivecablesconsists
of two near-radial sets of cables, of the type shown in Fig. 4c, e.g.,
the clockwise set at the top of the pantographand the anticlockwise
set at the bottom, plus the two outer hoops shown in Fig. 4a, but
without three cables in each hoop. The overall layout of these 42
cablesis shownin Fig. 5a.An analysisof theequilibriummatrix for a

a) b)

c)

Fig. 4 Possible arrangements of passive cables, top view.

a) Full set of passive cables c) Active cable 2

b) Active cable 1 d) Active cable 3

Fig. 5 Passive and active cables.

pin-jointedassembly consistingof 96 pin-jointedbars, representing
the rods of the pantograph, and 42 additional bars, representing
the passive cables, shows that this assembly has m = 7 and s =
1, instead of the expected m = 6 and s = 0. The state of self-
stress involves only the pantograph and, hence, it has no effect on
the passive cables. The accompanying internal mechanism is not
activated by the forces applied by the cable networks discussed in
Sec. III. Furthermore, the presence of scissor hinges in the real
structure will stiffen this deformation mode (see Sec. V.A).

The search for a single active cable that is capable of deploying
the pantograph and also of imposing a state of uniform pretension
onto all of the passive cables just selected has been unsuccessful.
However, two partial solutions have been identi® ed, which can be
combined to obtain the required prestress. The ® rst active cable
is shown in Fig. 5b. It is connected to joint 1 and runs alongside
rod 1±4; at joint 4 it loops over a pulley whose axis of rotation is
perpendicular to a facet of the ring (1-2-3-4), then at joint 3 it goes
over a pulley with axis perpendicular to the next facet of the ring
(3-4-5-6), and so on until joint 1 is reached. A unit tension in this
active cable is in equilibrium with uniform tensions of 0.662 in the
24 near-radial passive cables and zero tension in the remaining 18
passive cables. Axial forces of suitable magnitude in the rods of
the pantographcomplete this state of self-stress, but their values are
not important in this analysis. The second active cable is shown in
Fig. 5c. Its route includes the six gaps left in the two passive cable
hoops. A unit tension in this active cable is in equilibrium with a
uniform tension of 1 in the 18 passive cables that had been left
unstressedby the ® rst active cable and with a uniform compression
of 0.662 in the 24 near-radial cables.

Now, a uniform pretension of all passive cables can be obtained
by using both active cables.The ratio between the tensions t1 and t2,
respectively,in active cables 1 and 2 has to be such that the tensions
in the near-radial passive cables should be equal to the tension in
the remaining cables. Hence,

0.662t1 ¡ 0.662t2 = t2 (23)

which gives

t1

t2
=

1 + 0.662

0.662
= 2.551 (24)

This solutionis idealin termsof the stateof prestressthat is achieved,
but it is not ideal from the viewpoint of deployment control because
the lengths of the two active cables, L1 and L2 , respectively, need
to vary in a nonproportionalfashion during deployment:

L1(h ) = 24L + 24L cos(h / 2)
(25)

L2(h ) = 12L + 24L cos(h /2) + 12L sin(h / 2)

These two functionsare plotted in Fig. 6. As thepantographdeploys,
h changes from approximately 0 deg to approximately 90 deg and
L1 decreasesall of the time. Hence,deploymentcanbe controlledby
winding in this cable with an electric motor. However, L2 initially
increases and then decreases and, hence, the rotation rate of the
motor controlling this active cable has to be continuously adjusted
as the pantograph is deployed by active cable 1.

Fig. 6 Lengths of active cables during deployment.
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An alternative to the second active cable is shown in Fig. 5d. This
active cable also ® lls the six gaps in the outer hoop and, hence, it is
able to prestress the remaining hoop cables. The length of this cable
increasesmonotonicallyduringdeployment(Fig. 6), which makes it
suitable to control retractionof the pantograph.Alternativearrange-
ments of the activeand passivecableshavebeen identi® ed by You.14

III. Cable Network
The ring pantographpresentedin the precedingsectionprovidesa

series of support points for the second componentof the DMR. The
cable network is required to be kinematically determinate (m = 0)
and prestressable(s ¸ 1) with a state of self-stress that involves ten-
sion in all cables. To simplify the task of setting up and maintaining
the required state of prestress, it is desirable to have s »= 1. Hence,
according to Eq. (22), the total number of cables in the net should
be approximately three times the number of joints. Also, of course,
the shape of the network should approximate closely the required
paraboloid.

In the tension truss,7 the cable network is triangulated and each
joint is connected to six neighboring joints, thus forming a curved,
six-way net that has the required number of cables per joint but,
by itself, does not admit any states of self-stress. Hence, a series of
tie cables are added, to connect each joint of the net to a backup
cable network. The resulting network has s À 1 and, hence, al-
thoughit is theoreticallypossible to set up a state of prestressinvolv-
ing tension everywhere, in practice this is quite dif® cult to achieve.
This dif® culty can be resolved by pursuing a global solution, rather
than by adding extra cables to a net which is already rigid.

As we begin to investigate the topology of structures with the
properties just listed, it is important that the joints of the cable net-
work should be uniformly distributed, so that the same theoretical
shape accuracy can be achieved everywhere. It is also important
that it should be easy to change the joint density and the shape of
the boundaries. Because we are dealing with shallow paraboloidal
surfaces, these requirements can be met by projecting any stan-
dard plane-® lling tessellationof regular polygons onto the required
surface.Recall that there are only threeplane-® lling regular tessella-
tions, based on triangles,squares,and hexagons;there are only eight
semiregular plane-® lling tessellations, based on combinations of
equilateral triangles, squares, hexagons,octagons,and dodecagons.
In the plane, these are the only tessellations with uniformly dis-
tributed vertices.15 For simplicity, we will describe two cable net-
works whose number of edge connection points is identical to the
numberof joints of the ring pantograph.More ® nely subdividednet-
works of the same type can be obtained, if required, by increasing
the number of polygons and without changing the ring pantograph.

A. Double-Layer Network

The pantograph structure provides 24 support points along its
innerring,on two separatelayers.Hence, it is naturalto consider ® rst
double-layercable networks consistingof two similarly shapednets
connectedby tie cables, where only one of the two nets, the primary
net, is used to support the re¯ ective mesh. Having considered all
regular and semiregular tessellations as possible candidates for the
two nets, the best solution is shown in Fig. 7. The primary net
is a four-way semiregular tessellation of hexagons and triangles,
whereas the secondary net is a three-way regular tessellation of
hexagons.Note that theprimarynethas thehigherjointdensity.Each
jointof the secondarynet, e.g., joint4, is connectedbymeansof three
cable ties to the nearest three joints of the primary net, i.e., joints 1,
2, 3, and, thus,each jointof the primarynet is supportedby two cable
ties. Each edge joint is connected to the edge frame by a single tie
cable. This cable network has j = 66 (respectively,42 joints in the
primary net and 24 in the secondarynet) and b = 198 (respectively,
72 bars in the primary net, 30 in the secondary net, 72 net-net ties,
and 24 edge ties). Substituting these values into Eq. (22) gives

m ¡ s = 0 (26)

The same result is obtained for any network obtained by adding
complete rings of hexagons and triangles along the edges of the
primary and secondary nets just described.

The values of m and s are related to the rank of the equilibrium
matrix of this cable network, and an analysis of this matrix11 shows

a) Primary net

b) Secondary net

c) Cable ties

Fig. 7 Top views of double-layer cable network.

that m = s = 2, regardless of the curvature of the two nets. The
® rst state of self-stress has sixfold symmetry as well as re¯ ection
symmetry about six planes. All elements are in a state of tension,
with the highest tension in the edge ties and the lowest in some of
the net-net ties. The ratio between the tension in the edge ties of the
primary net and those of the secondarynet dependson the curvature
of these two nets. The second state of self-stress involves alternate
tension and compression in each pair of parallel edge ties, of much
larger magnitude in the ties of the secondarynet than in those of the
primary net. It also involves large tensions and compressions in the
tie members. Obviously, the ® rst state of self-stress is the desirable
one, in order to pretension the cable network.

The cable tensions in the network have been calculated for the
particular case where the equations of the two nets are

Z p = 1.0811 £ 10 ¡ 4 R2 + 126
(27)

Z s = ¡ 2.5409 £ 10 ¡ 4 R2

where Z p and Zs are the distance of the primary and secondary
net from a reference plane, respectively, and R is the radius within
the reference plane, both measured in millimeters. Note that the
primary net forms a paraboloid with a focal length of 2312 mm.
The results are given in Table 1. Because of the symmetry of this
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Table 1 Prestress of cable networks

Tension Tension
Cable (double layer) (single layer)

a 31.56 17.49 (maximum)
b 31.62 10.58
c 33.24 8.79
d 33.68 5.48
e 33.00 8.36
f 33.85 5.62
g 34.15 6.97
h 60.65 (maximum) 10.99
i 30.09 3.95
j 29.85 7.63
k 28.71 1.78
l 27.62 1.00 (minimum)
m 30.32 2.21
n 2.74 ÐÐ
o 4.50 ÐÐ
p 1.00 (minimum) ÐÐ
q 3.32 ÐÐ
r 1.32 ÐÐ
s 2.21 ÐÐ
t 2.94 ÐÐ

Fig. 8 Cable ties of single-layer cable network.

state of self-stress, all cable tensions can be obtained from the 20
values that have been listed. Note that, apart from the edge ties
of the primary net, the tension distribution in the two nets is nearly
uniform.However, the tensionsin the tie cablesare much lower, and
there is the danger that these cables might become slack. Increasing
the curvatureof the secondarynet, which would not change the focal
length of the re¯ ector, tends to increase these tensions,but only by a
small amount. It is likely that more signi® cant improvementswould
beobtainedif the joints of the two nets were allowedto move on their
respective surfaces, but the required shape-and-stressoptimization
is yet to be attempted.

Assuming that the re¯ ective ¯ exible surface is a triangulatedsur-
face whose vertices coincide with the nodes of the primary net, the
rms error of this surface would be 3.0 mm. The m = 2 inexten-
sional mechanisms of this network correspond to small rotations of
each net about the axis of the paraboloid. These mechanisms are
stabilized when the network is prestressed and, indeed, they could
be eliminated by adding a single tangential restraint to each net.

B. Single-Layer Network
An alternative to the double-layernetwork is obtained by remov-

ing the secondary net and connecting the cable ties directly to the
lower joints of the outer ring of the pantograph structure (Fig. 8).
The outer ring joints are used in order to avoid any compression.

The single-layernetwork has j = 42 and b = 126 (72 bars in the
primary net plus 54 edge ties). Equation (21) gives

m ¡ s = 0 (28)

and a computer analysis of the equilibrium matrix shows that
m = s = 2. The two mechanisms are a rigid-body rotation of the
entire network and a distortion of the hexagons in the net, respec-
tively. These mechanisms can be eliminated by adding two more
edge restraints.

For a net shapedaccordingto the ® rst equationin Eq. (27), thebest
combinationof the two statesof self-stressis given in Table 1. In this
solution the ratio between the maximum and minimum cable forces
is 17.5, much smaller than the double-layernetwork. Moreover, the
maximum tension occurs in the cables of the central hexagon not
in the edge ties and, hence, the load on the support structure is
lower. The only disadvantageof the single-layernetwork concept is
that some of its tie cables are considerably longer than those in the
previous concept.

IV. Design of Test Model
To verify the feasibility of the DMR concept described in the

preceding sections, a physical model has been designed and made
of a 12-sided ring pantograph (`= 366 mm and L = 579 mm) sup-
porting a double-layer cable network. Further details are given in
Table 2.

In the fully deployed con® guration (h = 90 deg), the outer and
inner diameters of the ring pantograph are 3481 and 2201 mm,
respectively. In the fully folded con® guration (h = 7.2 deg, due to
joint interference),theouterdiameter is reducedto 600mm, whereas
the height of the ring increases to 1170 mm. A further reduction of
the packaged diameter could be obtained by redesigning the inner
joints. The length of the ® rst active cable (Fig. 5b) decreases from
27.765 to 23.722 m during deployment. Its total length variation is
4.043 m. The length of the second active cable (Fig. 5c), increases
from 20.844 m for h = 7.2 deg to 22.484 m for h = 53.1 deg and
then decreases to 21.687 m for h = 90 deg. Thus, the maximum
length variation is 1.640 m. The lengths of these active cables are
controlledby two dc motors with gearboxes, each turning a slender
drum mounted alongside a rod of the pantograph (Fig. 9a), and the
cable tension in the fully deployed con® guration is controlled by
setting a current cutoff on the power supply.

Each joint assembly acts as the connection point for four rods
of the pantograph and one or more passive cables. Joints lying on
the outer ring also support the active cables pulleys, whereas joints
lying on the inner ring are also connectedto the cablenetwork.Each
joint assembly consists of a block, with slots for inserting the rod
connectors,and of a coverplate.The joint eccentricitiesare k = 26.0
mm (inner joints) and K = 41.1 mm (outer joints) (see Fig. 9b). Note
that Eq. (21) is satis® ed.

The deployment sequence of the model structure is shown in
Fig. 1. Initially, the cable net is neatly folded in the middle of the
pantograph. When the fully deployed con® guration is reached, the
two active cables pretension both the passive cables of the ring and
the cable network simultaneously.Note that the model is supported
by means of three steel ropes, which are approximately vertical
when the model is fully folded and open out during deployment,
thus applying gradually increasing lateral forces on the ring. The
force in each hanging cable changes from 59.6 N, in the folded
con® guration ( 1

3
of the structural weight), to 64.9 N in the fully

deployed con® guration.

V. Tests
Two types of tests were carried out on the DMR model without

the cable network: stiffness tests and deployment tests. Measure-
ments were taken with a computer-controlledsystem of electronic
theodolites16 whose error is §0.1 mm.

A. Stiffness Tests
The stiffness tests were carried out with the ring in its fully de-

ployedand prestressedcon® guration.First, the lengthsof all passive
cables were adjusted to their nominal values, and the power supply
to each electric motor was set to a voltage of 12 V. The current
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Table 2 Properties of physical model

Cables

Rods Passive

Components Inner Near-radial Outer Near-radial Outer Active Network

Material Al-alloy Kevlar® Steel Kevlar
Number 24 48 24 24 18 2 198

Density, kg/m3 ÐÐ 2700 ÐÐ 1440 7820 1440

Young’s modulus, GN/m2 ÐÐ 69 ÐÐ 60 200 60

Cross-sectional area, mm2 ÐÐ 36.7 ÐÐ 2.0 0.22 0.29
Length, mm 732 945 1158 685 819 Variable 229±412

a) Drum

b) Outer ring joint

Fig. 9 Key components of test model.

cutoffs on the two motors were set to 0.5 and 0.15 A, respectively,
to achieve a tension ratio of about 2.551 [Eq. (24)] between active
cables 1 and 2. Then, the model was deployed and all cable ten-
sions were measured with a tension meter.1 The measured tensions
were 68 N in active cable 1, 27 N in active cable 2, and varying
in the range 24±30 N in the passive cables. Note that, according to
Sec. II.B, one would expect to ® nd 26.6 N in active cable 2 and in
all passive cables, for a tension of 68.0 N in active cable 1. Once
the model was fully deployed and prestressed, three different sets
of four forces of equal magnitude were applied to the inner ring
(Fig. 10a), in small increments. Because the ring was free to rotate
as a rigid body about the suspension point, instead of measuring
absolute displacements, four distance variations between opposite
joints of the inner ring were measured (Fig. 10b).The measured dis-
tance variations are plotted vs the applied load in Fig. 11, together
with the computed linear-elastic response of the ring.14

It is found that the behavior of the structure is almost perfectly
linear for all load conditions, con® rming that the imposed state of
prestress has successfully eliminated hinge backlash. As in the tri-
angularmast,1 the experimental results are generally in good agree-
ment with the corresponding computational results. Note that the

a) Three load cases b) Four distances measured

Fig. 10 Stiffness tests.

Fig. 11 Variation of joint distance vs load applied load.
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Fig. 12 Results of deployment tests.

behavior of the structure is not perfectly symmetric, although the
loads applied on it are symmetric, because of the lower-order sym-
metry of the hoop passive cables and of the second active cable.

Recall that in Sec. II.B it was noted that the pin-jointed model
of the ring pantograph has an internal mechanism if the scissor
hinge connecting each pair of rods is neglected.This mechanism is
activatedby the ® rst loadcase,which, therefore,producessigni® cant
bending and twisting of the rods and also larger de¯ ections than the
other load cases. The loads applied to the ring by the cable network
do not activate this mechanism.

B. Deployment Tests

A seriesof fold-and-deploytests were carriedout to measurehow
accurately the shape of the ring can be repeated. In each test the de-
ploymentprocesswas terminatedautomaticallyby thecurrentcutoff
levels for the two motors, as explained in Sec. V.A, and the coordi-
nates of alternate joints on the top side of the inner ring, six in total,
were measured. The distances between these joints were then com-
puted;Fig.12 is a plotof themeasurederrorsfrom themeandistance.

The maximum error range is §0.3 mm, approximately double
the x±y error range obtained from the 1.6-m-long triangular mast.1

The main source of shape error in these two pantographic deploy-
able structures is manufacturing tolerance in the joints and, hence,
the shapeerrormight be expectedto increaseapproximatelylinearly
with the total number of joints. In fact, the shape error of the DMR
ring appears to be ratherbetter than this prediction.No detailedmea-
surements of shape error and prestress of the cable network were
taken during the courseof this study, as any errors could be removed
by the approach described in Ref. 17.

VI. Conclusion
A new concept for deployablemesh re¯ ectorshas beenpresented.

The ® rst main componentof the new concept is a deployablepanto-
graphic ring. Although a highly redundant system, during deploy-
ment this ring has an internal mechanism that permits synchronous
deployment without any strain in the rods. The geometric condi-
tions that have to be satis® ed for an n-sided ring to fold without any
strain have been investigated, and it has been shown that the ratio
between the rod lengths is uniquely de® ned. A similar condition
applies to the ratio between joint eccentricities.Active and passive
cables are used to deploy and stiffen the pantograph. Several ar-
rangements for the passive cables and the associated active cables
have been found.These solutionsensure that all cables are in a state
of uniform pretension when the structure is fully deployed.

The second main component of the new concept is a kinemat-
ically determinate cable network that is deployed and prestressed
by the pantographic ring. Most existing cable nets are either kine-
matically indeterminate and therefore lack accuracy and stiffness
or statically indeterminatewith high redundancy,which makes pre-
stressingextremelydif® cult. The two cable networks that have been
proposed are kinematicallydeterminate and have only two states of
self-stress and, hence, they can be pretensioned by controlling the
length of only two cables. They provide a series of regularly spaced
support points for the re¯ ective mesh or membrane of the re¯ ector.

Hence, these networks overcome the dif® culties usually associated
with cable-supportedre¯ ective elements.

A 3.5-m-diam test model of the DMR has been made and tested.
This model works well, thus demonstrating the validity of the pro-
posed concept. Stiffness and deployment tests have shown that the
concept is simple, reliable, and accurate.

The new re¯ ector concept is suitable both for symmetric and off-
set con® gurations,as the shape of the cable network can be changed
without a signi® cant change in the state of prestress, and the tie ca-
bles along the edge of the net need not be symmetric. The concept
is not tied to a particular type of subre¯ ector/antenna feed support
system, because it does not have a central mast. For example, in
communication satellites it is likely that the feed will be mounted
directly on the spacecraft bus, the re¯ ector itself being mounted at
the tip of a boom.
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